Thursday 14th May EUROHEADPAIN
Consortium management meeting
Preparing for the Mid Term review
Venue: Conference hotel ''Palacio de Congresos' – room S3

08.30 – 08.45

EUROHEADPAIN & WP6, WP7 (Arn van den Maagdenberg (Leiden))

08.45 – 09.15

WP5 Pharmacological and neuro-modulation treatment (Jean Schoenen (Liège), Inger
Jansen (Copenhagen)/(Pierre Rigaux (Liège), Laszlo Vecsei (Szeged))

09.15 – 09.45

WP1 Interictal and pre-ictal biomarkers (Gisela Terwindt (Leiden) with input from Jean
Schoenen (Liège)/Arne May (Hamburg))

09.45 – 10.15

WP2 Genetic biomarkers (Maija Wessman (Helsinki) with input Aarno Palotie (Helsinki)/
Dale Nyholt (Brisbane))

10.15 – 10.30 BREAK
10.30 – 11.00 WP3 Predictive brain changes and mechanisms (Else Tolner (Leiden) with input from
Arne May (Hamburg))
11.00 – 11.30 WP4 Neurobiological mechanisms of pain (Karl Messlinger (Erlangen) with input from
Peter Goadsby (London)/Andrea Nistri (Trieste)/Arne May (Hamburg))
11.30 – 12.30 Preparation towards collaboration and open discussion regarding reporting (All)
12.30

Closure Michel Ferrari

Notes
-

-

-

Arne May can join the meeting only from 10.30 am onwards. We therefore have rearranged the order of the
presentations to optimise Arne’s presence during discussions on WPs he is actively involved in.
For each presentation, the first name (underlined) always indicates the presenter. These are deliberately
chosen to optimally match the original WP descriptions and our aim to promote the visibility of young female
researchers and clinicians in the migraine field.
Each presentation must focus on:
o Which deliverables must be met and by when?
o The work done so far
o Issues with meeting the deadlines and how these can be solved
o Possible alternative deliverables for which we need to request approval from EU
o Current and planned collaborations within and between WPs.
Each WP leader is responsible for gathering information from other partner involved in the WP and for
providing a report on the WP according to the template. These documents will be the basis for the mandatory
interim-report to the EU.

